
Enterprise Account: 

 

University of Florida 

CD #:  43A3255 

 

National is part of Enterprise & we encourage you to sign up for the Emerald Club. 

 A personal credit card will be required to keep on file. 

 Payment form can be changed at any time. 

  UF PCard or billing number can still be applied by a Rinker Staff for UF travel only.  

 

https://www.nationalcar.com/en_US/car‐rental/loyalty/enrollment/welcome.html 

 

Benefits of the Emerald Club 
  
 Bypass the counter – Bypass the rental counter and go directly to the Emerald Club Aisle at more than 50 major 

airports in the U.S. and Canada. 

 Choose your own car – Don't waste time looking for your assigned car - just choose any car from the Emerald 
Club Aisle and be on your way. 

 Choose your rewards – Choose Free Rental Days or your favorite frequent traveler program. 

   
Speed and choice are just the beginning. 

As an Emerald Club member, you also enjoy an A-list of other benefits: 
 

Emerald Aisle Access 
Choose any car (Midsize and above) on the Emerald Aisle and only pay the Midsize rate. 
(in US and Canada) 

Choose Rewards 
Choose Free Rental Days or your favorite frequent traveler program. 

No Second Driver Fees 
Never pay extra when family members and business associates do the driving. (excluding 
rentals in Europe) 

One-Click ReservationSM 
Applies information from your profile to expedite your rental process. 



Earn With Enterprise 
Rent at participating Enterprise Rent-A-Car locations to earn Free Rental Days and higher 
status with Emerald Club. 

Special Offers 
Receive exclusive members-only discounts and offers through our periodic emails. 

Free Rental Days 
Earn 1 rental credit for every qualified car rental. Free Rental Day = 7 credits 

Drop & GoSM 
With convenient email receipts, just drop off your car and go (if your car has not been 
damaged during the rental). 

Priority Service 
Get expedited services when renting in Europe and Latin America and the Caribbean 

Emerald Club Executive® 
Emerald Club Executive® status is yours with 12 paid rentals or 40 paid rental days in 
a calendar year. You'll enjoy all the benefits of Emerald Club® membership plus a 
higher level of privileges, including: 

Executive Area Access 
Choose any car (Fullsize and above) in the Executive Area and only pay the Midsize rate. 
(in US and Canada) 

Special Pricing on Premier Selection 
Enjoy exclusive pricing when you upgrade to Premier Selection at the rental lot. (in US and 
Canada) 

Faster Free Rental Days 
Earn 1 rental credit for every qualified car rental. Free Rental Day = 6 credits 

Guaranteed Upgrades 
You're always guaranteed a free upgrade when you reserve using the Midsize rate. (in US 
and Canada) 

Emerald Club Executive Elite® 
Emerald Club Executive Elite® status is attainable with 25 paid rentals or 85 paid 
rental days in a calendar year. You'll enjoy all the benefits of Executive status plus: 

Guaranteed Vehicle 



A guaranteed car (up to a Fullsize) with 24-hour notice when you reserve using the Midsize 
rate. (in US and Canada) 

Private Airport Delivery 
We'll have your car waiting at most private airports within 50 miles of us. (in US and 
Canada) 

Fastest Free Rental Days 
Earn 1 rental credit for every qualified car rental. Free Rental Day = 5 credits (any car 
class with no blackout dates) 

Special Pricing on Premier Selection 
Enjoy exclusive pricing when you upgrade to Premier Selection at the rental lot. (in US and 
Canada) 

Guaranteed Upgrades 
You're always guaranteed a free upgrade when you reserve using the Midsize rate. (in US 
and Canada)Enroll Today 

 

 

 


